ASHOKA TRUST FOR RESEARCH IN ECOLOGY & THE ENVIRONMENT

PROJECT POSITIONS

Applications are invited for the following positions under National Agricultural Technology Project (NATP) for a period of 3 years.

Post 1. Research Associate (RA) No of vacancies: 1
Qualifications: Ph.D in Entomology. The candidates should have experience in Systematic Entomology, Biological control and rearing parasitoids, collections management, laboratory techniques, and writing of research papers and reports. (In the absence of Doctoral degree holders, candidates with Masters degree also will be considered).

Post 2. Senior Research Fellow (SRF) No of vacancies: 1
Qualifications: A Masters degree in Botany, Agriculture, Ecology or Forestry. The candidates should have skills in identifying plants, and good working knowledge in computer database management and biostatistics (position will lead to a Ph.D.). The candidates must have effective interpersonal skills and ability to work independently in the field (supporting staff will be provided). The person has to work in tough field conditions.

Project theme: ‘Influence of different landuse corridors on pests and natural enemy guilds of paddy agroecosystems’
Projects site: Sringeri, Chikmagalur dist. Karnataka
Salaries: As per NATP (ICAR) rules

Interested candidates may send in their applications within 10 days of the publication of this advertisement by e-mail, fax or post/courier to the address below with their CV, and a self-appraisal stating why s/he is the best suited for this project. The selections will be done based on an interview of short listed candidates.

Dr. Priyadarsanan Dharma Rajan
Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and the Environment (ATREE)
# 659, 5th A main, Hebbal, Bangalore 560 024, India
Phone: 91-80-3530069/3533942/3638771; Fax: 91-80-3530070
E-mail: priyan@atree.org For details about ATREE visit www.atree.org

Current Science

SUBMISSION IN ELECTRONIC FORM

Authors who have been informed of acceptance of their manuscripts may send the final version in electronic form on floppy diskette (3.5” preferred; IBM PC format only, not Macintosh). The text of the manuscript only should be supplied as a plain ASCII file with no formatting other than line and paragraph breaks. (Wordstar 5.5 or 7.0 and Microsoft Word for Windows 6.0 are acceptable, but ASCII is preferred.) A hard copy of the text, with all typesetting information (italics, bold, mathematical type, superscripts, subscripts, etc.) must accompany the electronic copy. Tables and figures must be supplied only as hard copy. The diskette must be labelled clearly with the following: manuscript number, file name, file information (ASCII or Wordstar, version number, etc.)

Text may also be transmitted as ASCII only by e-mail to currsci@ias.emet.in.

We expect that electronic submission will result in quicker processing for publication.